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A glimpse of the Appian Way



'A journey of a thousand miles always begins with a single step'. 

The act of reaching a far destination on foot shows the will to 
test oneself strength investing some of your energy and time to 
get deeper into a man's soul. The time spent walking may really 
change your life. The Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and 
Activities and Tourism proclaimed 2016 as the National Year of 
Walks, to promote the heritage of cultural, artistic and 
naturalistic itineraries that can be discovered walking or riding 
on a bike.

With this idea in mind we traveled on the Southern bit of the Via 
Francigena: the one which used to lead Christian pilgrims from 
Rome to Jerusalem. In Italy, the path retraces the old Appian 
Way, the Roman road connecting the Capital to Brindisi, where 
pilgrims used to get on a ship to Jerusalem. This photo feature 
is not just an historical revive of this 'cammino' (walk): it 
also reports how those cities and territories are living now.



The ruins of Pescina Vecchia 
in the Piana del Fucino



A pilgrim of no fixed abode 
traveling towards Rome now in 
front of the Sanctuary of the 
Addolorata of Castelpetroso



A station of the Way of the Cross 
that from the Sanctuary of the 

Addolorata of Castelpetroso leads 
to the cliff where Virgin Mary 
appeared on March 22nd, 1888



The ruins of the old village of 
Carbonara, abandoned after the 

earthquake occurred on 1930. The 
village was renamed Aquilonia (old 
name of the Samnite city) after the 
fatal happenings occurred in 1860 

during Garibaldi’s expedition passage. 
The ruins are near nowadays Aquilonia



Melfi’s Norman castle, built 
between XI and XII centuries. It 
then belonged to Frederick II



The procession of Crowned 
Mary and St. Mauro Martyr 

in Lavello, near Melfi



Overview of Gravina di Puglia



The Roman column, the only one of 
two left, marking the end of the 

Appian Way in the Brindisi harbour



Cyprus - The Karpaz peninsula



Cyprus - The 
ruins of the 
Greek city 
of Salamis, 

6 km north of 
Famagusta



The old part of the 
crusade city of St. John 
d’Acre, now called Akko



Caesarea - The entry of 
the medieval city



Tel Aviv - A man reading 
psalms in Nordau Beach, the 
beach of the Orthodoxes



The ruins of the crusade castle of 
Latrun, once owned by the Knights 
Templar. During the 1948 war it 
was occupied by the Jordan army



An arab farmer in a field 
between Latrun and Jerusalem



Pilgrims praying in the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre



The afternoon procession of 
the Franciscan monks in the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre
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